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    Under Cover Indoor Awning
    Skill Level:  Beginner

Fabric Needed
Awning Fabric      1 1/2 yards
Backing Fabric     1 1/2 yards
Coordinating fabric for letters   Two contrasting fat quarters, one darker than the other

Materials Needed 
Pellon® 809 Décor Bond®    1 1/2 yards
Pellon® 805 Wonder Under®    1 package
Two lumber rods to match width of awning
Four Felt Pads
Thread

Tools Needed
Sewing machine and related supplies
Scissors

           
              Designed By
           Madame Samm
                 Sewn By
           Madame Samm
  www.sewiquiltnow.com

         

This indoor awning tutorial is perfect for adding some extra ‘wow’ to your home décor.  Make one and install to 
turn your everyday dining space into a Parisian Café.  Sample used fabrics from the Tuxedo Line by Riley Blake.  
Project is intended for a window between two cupboards but could be altered to �t any speci�cations.
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Cutting and Assembly Instructions

Cut awning and backing fabric 54” x (4” wider than 
your coverage width).
Cut Pellon® Décor Bond® 1” larger than fabric on all 
sides.

Fuse Décor Bond® to the wrong side of the awning 
fabric, �rst by laying a damp pressing cloth on the 
Décor Bond® and then starting in the center of the 
fabric and moving toward the edges.  

Trim the excess Décor Bond®.

Create a scalloped edge using a scalloped edge ruler.  
Trace the edge 2” from the bottom edge of the fabric.  
Start in the center and work toward the edges to ensure 
scallops are centered.  Sample used the June Taylor 
ruler.

Carefully cut along the drawn line.
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Print a reverse mirror image of the lettering to be used on the 
awning.  Trace these letters onto the paper side of the 
Wonder-Under®.  

Fuse the Wonder-Under® to the wrong side of the two fabrics 
that will be used for the lettering.   Let fabric cool for 10-15 
minutes.  Cut out letters.  Remove paper backing.   
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Place the darker set of letters on the awning and fuse into 
place.  The darker fabric in back creates a shadow e�ect.

Finish the edges of the letters with a blanket stitch or other 
stitch as desired.

Place the lighter set of letters slightly to the right of the �rst 
set.  Fuse into place.  

Finish the edges of the letters with a blanket stitch or other 
stitch as desired.

Press the two layers again to smooth the awning.
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Place the wrong side of the backing fabric against the wrong 
side of the awning fabric.  Pin into place.  Stitch down the 
center of the awning and then one line 11” to each side of the 
center. 
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Cut a 2” strip of fabric on the bias.  Sample used one 42” piece. 
Pin the bias strip to the scalloped edge, right sides together. 
Stitch using a 1/4” seam allowance.   

Trim seam allowance to 1/4”.

Pin or clip the binding into place.  Hand applique binding 
into place.
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Turn sides the same width as bias to 1/2” and then stitch by machine 
on the edge of the seam.  
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Cut one 5” width of fabric strip.  Press 1/4” seam on both sides.

Stitch in place 9” from the scalloped edge to create pocket.

Turn top edge down 1/4”.  Press.  Then turn top edge down 3” and 
stitch in place  to create pocket.    

Cut 1/8” o� your rods to allow for felt pads.  Attach felt pads.  
Insert rods into pockets.

Hang awning.
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